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Abstract-We describe the design principles
of a ring network
withspatialbandwidthreuse.Ourgoal
is to providethesame
functions of existing LAN/MANdesignsthatdonotpermit
spatial reuse and concurrent transmission. A distributed fairness
mechanism for this architecture,which uses lowlatency hardware control signals, is presented. The basic fairness mechanism
can be extended for implementingmultipleprioritylevelsand
integration of asynchronous with synchronous trafic.
The ring is full-duplex and has two basic modes of operation:
buffer insertion mode for variable size packets and slotted mode
forfixedsizepackets
or cells. As a result, this architectureis
suitable for a wide range of applications and environments.
Concurrentaccessandspatialreuseenablethesimultaneous
transmissions over disjoint segments of a bidirectional ring, and
therefore,canincreasethe effective throughput, by a factor of
four or more. The efficiency ofthis architecture does not degrade
as the bandwidth and physical size of the system increases.
The combination of a full-duplex ring, spatial reuse, reliable
fairness mechanism and the exploitation of the recent advent in
fiber-optictechnologyarethebasisfortheMetaRingnetwork
architecture. This network has been prototyped at the IBM T.
J. WatsonResearchCenter,andwill
also bedeployedwithin
the AURORA Testbed that is part of the NSF/DARPA Gigabit
Networkingprogram.

I. INTRODUCTION

L

OCAL area networks (LAN’s) form an efficient and
cost-effective solution for the in-site data communication
problem. They are simple to control, manage and access, and
make use of a low-cost hardware that%ccupies a small space.
In order to reduce the complexity of the LAN, most designs
focus on simple topology structures in the form of a bus, star,
or ring. In order to further simplify the architecture, most
current local area networks do not permit concurrent access
with spatial bandwidth reuse of the LAN ([1]-[7]). In some of
the LAN’s, this restriction is inherent due to the passive nature
of the transmission media (e.g., Ethernet, passive optical star).
Others, like the dual token ring netwc~rks(FDDI-[3], [4]) or
dual bus networks (DQDB or QPSX-[5]-[7]),
have adopted
such a design point in order to achieve simplicity and fairness.
Note that the early token release schcme of FDDI does not
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imply spatial reuse, since at most one node (the one that holds
the token) can transmit into the ring at any given time.
The new trend in LAN’s architecture is to allow for more
users, higher traffic rates, and larger areacoverage.
The
emerging fiber-optic technology makes such designs feasible.
However,forcost
effectiveness, the introduction of spatial
bandwidth reuse can further increase the effective capacity
for the same technology generation and cost.
In this work weshow how to increase the throughput of
a ring-based local area network far beyond its single link
capacity and still to conserve its basic simplicity and fairness
properties [8], [9]. The proposed network is a bidirectional
buffer insertion or slotted ring, that is constructed of fullduplex serial links. Furthermore, weshow how the basic
fairness mechanism can be extended, in a distributed manner,
for supporting multiple priority levels and bandwidth reservation for synchronous traffic. As a result, this architecture is
functionally equivalent to existing ring and bus-based LAN
architectures, with the advantage of higher throughput.
Spatial reuse, or the ability to provide concurrent transmission over distinct segments of the ring, can significantly
increase the effective ring throughput ([lo]-[13]). By a simple
observation one may realize that when the traffic pattern is homogeneous, a factor of 2 can be gained in a unidirectional ring
structure by introducing spatial reuse. When a bidirectional
ring structure is used, with a shortest path routing rule, the
average distance becomes only 1/4 of the ring circumference,
and the average spatial reuse is of four nodes transmitting at
the same time (on each direction).
Spatial reuse may cause starvation, which happens if some
node is constantly being “covered” by an up-stream ring traffic
and thus is not able to access the ring for a very long period of
time. This work introduces fairness mechanisms that regulate
the access to the spatial reuse ring, for solving the starvation
problem with minimal impact on the network throughput and
delay. Fairness mechanisms for unidirectional slotted ring with
spatial reuse were introduced in MAGNET [lo], Onvell [ll],
ATMR [ 141 and BCMA [ 151. The fairness algorithms of these
architectures operate using network-wide fairness cycles and
allow all nodes to enter the new cycle after the previous one is
completed at all nodes. This operation may result with an idle
time between successive fairness cycles, while the termination
detection of apreviouscycle takes place. Thisidle time is
sensitive to the ring propagation delay. The fairness algorithm
presented in this work operates continuously and follows the
natural ordering along thering. Therefore, it is less sensitive to
the ring propagation delay. It is also more versatile since the
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basic mechanism can be used to implement several different
fairnessalgorithms and can be used forthetransmission of
variablesizepackets.
A globalfairnessmechanismviews
the wholering
as
a singleresource
and givesallnodesequaltransmission
opportunity. We present a very simple and efficient global
fairness mechanism, which is based on a single control signal.
In the case of a full-duplex ring, the control signal is rotating
in the opposite direction to the data traffic that it regulates and
has a preemptive resume priority over the regular data packets
(Le., data packets are kept intact). The global fairness
mechanism can tolerate signal loss or duplication. This mechanism
can also be extended to provide functions like asynchronous
priority handling (as in IBM token-ring), and the integration
of synchronous and asynchronous traffic (as in FDDI [3], [4]).
In a related paper [16] we have introducedthe notion of
local fairness where fairness is defined only among interfering
nodes. A simple local fairness algorithm is presented that is
usuallyrestrictedonly
to segments of interferingnodes. In
another related work [17] a variation of starvation-free local
mechanism is presented for a fixed size packet network.
Thecombination of buffer insertionring,spatial
reuse,
builtinreliablefairnessmechanism
and exploitation of the
recentadvent
in fiber-optictechnologyarethebasis
of
theMetaRing network. Thisnetworkhasbeenprototyped
J. Watson research
lab
and has been
at our IBM
T.
operationalsince fall 1989.Thecurrentprototypesupports
the transmission of variablesizepackets
at 100 Mb/s link
speed and with aggregate throughput of 700 Mb/s. A gigabit
version of theMetaRingiscurrentlybeingimplemented
participation in theAurora
Testbed
as part of theIBM
which is a part of NSFDARPA Gigabit Networking Program
[181.
Thepaperisstructuredasfollows.Thebasicmechanisms of MetaRingandtheunderlyingassumptionsare
described in Section 11. The
global
fairness
algorithm
described
is
in Section 111. Mechanisms
for
multiple
priority
levels
and the
integration
of synchronous and
asynchronous traffic arepresented in Sections IV and V,
respectively.

11. BASICMECHANISMS

This section describes three basic aspects of the MetaRing
principles of operation.
1) Physicalaccess
control-the
proposedsolutionis
a
and buffer
full4uplex ringwith two accessmodesslotted
insertion. Some additional discussions on buffer insertion and
slotted rings can be found in [lo], [ll], [13], [19]-[22]. It is
assumed that packets are transmitted via the shortest path and
removed by their destinations.
2) Physical access nameor address label-this is the “lowest
used forcopying and
level”address of a node,whichis
removing packets from the ring.
3) Hardware mechanism for exchanging control messages
or signals-these signals are exchanged between neighboring
nodes, and each type of signal has a specific control function,
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Fig. 1. Buffer insertion ring.

A. Access Control Modes
1) Buffer Insertion Mode: Buffer insertion is a random and
distributed access technique to a unidirectional ring network.
On the receiving side of each link, there is an insertion buffer
in
(IB), which can store one maximal size packet, as shown
Fig. 1. A node may starts a packet transmission at any time as
long as its insertion buffer is empty. If the ring traffic arrives
when the node is in the middle of a packet transmission, then
thistrafficwill
be stored in theinsertionbuffer,untilthis
packet transmission is completed.
The node cannot transmit
anymore until the insertion buffer becomes idle again,
Le., a
nonpreemptive priority is givento the ring traffic.If the node is
idle, the ring traffic will cut-through the insertion buffer. (This
means that a packet does not have to be completely received
before it is started to be forwarded.)
Clearly, the buffer insertion access control may enable the
concurrent access or spatial reuse of the ring by more than a
single node. Since the buffer insertion ring access
is always
permitted, unless there is ring traffic, there is no degradation
in its efficiency as the bandwidth or physical size increases.
All links can be keptat full utilization at all times provided
nodes have enough data to transmit.
2) Slotted Mode: The motivationfor a slotted mode i s
tominimize the insertionbufferdelay. The “price” of this
change is that the packet size should be fixed and some slot
synchronization should be maintained. The hardware interface
for the two modes is basically the same.
Initially, the ring operates in the buffer insertion mode; the
nodescommunicateasynchronouslyamongthemselves
and
perform a leader election procedure. After a leader is elected,
the access mode maybe changed to slotted ring. The leader
generates slots which are basically empty packets
of fixed size.
At the beginning of a slot, there is a bwy-bit, if this bit is
0 the slot is empty, and if it is 1, the slot is full. A node can
transmit a packet only ifit receives an empty slot. The slot
size and the packet size are the same. The packet is removed
by the destination node, which also marks the slot as empty.
As shown in Fig. 2, fixed number of slots, say T , around the
ring are maintained by the leader. The insertion buffer, in the
slotted mode, functions as an elastic buffer for synchronization
purposes.
3) Throughput ofRing with Spatial Reuse: We assume that
n nodesandisfullyloaded
(i.e., at all
thenetworkhas
times all nodes have packets to send). Clearly, under uniform
destination distribution, the maximum distance is n/2, and the
average distance is n/4. Therefore, the spatial reuse is of four
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Fig. 3. Full-duplex ringthroughput.

nodes transmitting at the same time, in each direction, on the
average, as shown in Fig. 3. As a result, the capacity of the
full-duplex buffer insertion ring is eight times a single link
transmission rate, which is 4 times more than a dual tokenring. If the destination distribution is inversely proportional to
the distance, as shown in Fig. 3, then the average distance is
rr/6 (spatial reuse factor of 6 in each direction).
4 ) Problems of Access Control with SputiolReuse: The
following problems or issues are traditionally associated with
buffer insertion ring.
Starvation. The buffer insertion access control gives advantage to up-stream nodes, which can cause starvation.
In Fig. 4, for example,if node 2 will transmit continuously
to node 10 and if node 9 will transmit continuously to
node 12, then node 11 will not be able to transmit. In
Sections 111, we present a solution to this problem.
Bandwidth reservation. The problem in this case: is
how to provide low delay and a guaranteed fraction of
the bandwidth to some users, whilestill allowing fair
asynchronousdistributed access to the ring for others.
This problem is treated and solved in Section V.
Priority. The distributed nature of the basic buffer insertion access does not support multiple access priority
levels. This problem is addressed in Section IV.
Large ring transmission delay bound. Associated with
buffer insertion architecture as packets may be stored and
forwarded at the insertion buffers. This delay becomes
negligible due to the high transmission rate. With current
fiber optic speeds (100 Mbis and above) i t is possible to

achieve a worst case packet delay bound of less than a
millisecond, which is also the propagation delay through
100 Km offiber.At
higher rates (Gb/s and up)the
propagation delay dominates the insertion queueing delay
even at worst case scenarios.
“Garbage collection’’-this
is the problem of infinite
packet looping as a result of erroneous header information. In token rings, like FDDI, this problem issolved
by the node that holds the token, whichremoves the
erroneous frames from thc ring. This problem is difficult
to handle in rings with spatial bandwidth reuse. Various
methods can be applied to this problem. 1) A hop-count
fieldat the header which counts the number of hops
each packet has traversed. When this field reaches a
limit the packet is removed from the ring. 2) The use
of a monitor station (such as the leader station previously
described in the slotted mode) which stamps each packet
that traverses it and removes it if it encounters the packet
twice. 3 ) The propcr validation of thc source and the
destination fields of packetsat every node before the
packet is allowed to be transferred. This option requires
the knowledge and maintenance of all stations’ labels at
every station (topology maintcnance). 4) Another simple
scheme,for ring and multiring networks, is based on
dividing each ring into two or more disjoint physical
access address or label subspaces, which breaks the ring
circular symmmetry, and thus, cnsures that packets will
not circulatc forcvcr in the ring (see [23]for more details).

B. Physical Addresses and Routing Modes
The physical addresses of the nodes are based on short
labels, e.g., 8 b, which enables fast address recognition using
simple random access tables. Each node has its own unique
label, hut there are also group labels for multicast purposes.
Some of the recovery mechanisms, which are described later,
may become more efficient if the nodal labels are arranged in
an increasing or decreasing order. The label assignment is part
o f the ring initialization and recovery procedure.
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In our prototype we have used the short labels for routing
in five different modes:
channels (one for each direction) and two control channels
Neighbor mode. ln this mode the packet is received and (one for each direction) are virtually constructed. Each control
removed from the ringby the first downstream node, channcl is associated with onedata channel. There are two
regardless of its label. This mode can be useful for ini- cases as follows.
1 ) A control channel associated with a data channel in the
tialization and fault tolerance. It enables communication
between neighbors even when nodal ID’S are not known. opposite direction. In this case, the data is sent downstream
Simple mode. Used to send a packet to a single destina- and control signals are sent upstream.
2) A control channel associated with a data channel in the
tion.
Copy mode. Used for transmitting a single packet to all same direction.
the nodes between the source and the destination.
Groupmode. Used for transmitting a packet to several
111. GLOBALFAIRNESSON A FULL-DUPLEX
RING
nodes which share the same group label. In this case, the
The access to each direction of the ring is regulated by a
packet is removed from the ring by its source.
Selective-Copy or Point-to-List mode. Used for transmit- hardwale control signal, SAT, which circulates in the opposite
ting a single packetto several nodeswhose labels are direction to the data traffic it regulates. Circulating the SAT
specified successively in the packet header. In this case, control signal in the opposite direction better conserves the
each node checks the first destination label at the packet potential spatial reuse of the full-duplex ring, as shown in
Section 111-G. Fig. 6 describes the basic ring mechanism for
header, and ifit matches its own unique label, thenthe
node will 1) copy the packet, and 2) remove this label one direction. Note that the global fairness algorithm is the
from the header, and the next label becomes the first same for the two access modes. In the following discussion,
routing label in the header. In this mode, the node that we only describe the buffer insertion mode.
detects the header delimiter will remove thc packet from
the ring.
A. Informal Description of the Global Fairness
C. Hardware Control Signals
The hardware control signals are used to implement critical control functions that must operate fast. Thefollowing
characteristics ensure the small delay for thc control signals.
Short-few characters (possibly one).
Preemptive resume priorityxan be sent in the middle of
a data packet in a way that does not damage the data
packets which they preempt, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In
this figure the control signal is called SAT (from the word
SATisfied),andit will be usedin the fairness algorithm
described in the following section.
In the MetaRing, the control signals are rcalized by using the
redundant or unused codewords in the serial transmission line.
Each control signal can be followed by a predefined number
of parameters, which are data words that have some special
meaning and can be read and modified by each receiving node.
The control signals are used for forming control channels over
thc same serial links. Thus, over the full-duplex ring two data

-

In principle, the node forwards the SAT signal upstream with
no delay, unless it is not SATisfied or “starved.” By “starved”
we mean that the node could not send the permitted number of
data units since the last time it has forwarded the SAT signal.
The node is SATisfied if between two SAT signals the node
has sent atleast I packets or if all packets presented in its
output buffer when the previous SAT was sent upstream, were
transmitted. When the node receives a SAT and it is SATisfied,
it will forward the SAT upstream. If the node is not SATisficd,
it will hold the SAT until it is SATisfied and then forward the
SAT upstream. After a node forwards the SAT, it can send k
more packets or data units, IC 2 I (a simple case k = I = 1).
B. The Global SAT Algorithm
Fig. 7 is a flow chart which describes the algorithm, and is
divided into two parts, send packet and forward SAT.
I) Send Pucket Algorithm: The node can transmit a packet
fromits output buffer when it is not empty, only if the
following two conditions hold: 1) the variable COUNTis
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Fig. 7. The global fairness algorithm

smaller than k , and 2) theinsertionbufferisempty.After
the node transmits the packet, COUNT is incrementedby one.
2) Forward SATAZgorithrn: This algorithm determines the
actions of a node either after it receives the SAT signal, or if
the SAT signal does not arrive after some maximum possible
time has passed (time-out has been expired). The node will
forward the SAT if the variable COUNT is greater than I - 1
or if its output buffer is empty. The node will hold the SAT if
the variable COUNT is smaller than 1 and the output buffer is
not empty. The node willhold the SAT until COUNT becomes
1 (after 1 packetshasbeentransmitted).
If duringthetime
in whichthenodeholdsthe
SAT, another SAT arrives,the
second SAT will be discarded, and if time-out occurs it will
he ignored. After the node forwards the
SAT, it will set the
COUNT to zero and will reload the timer.
Fig. 8 illustrates the situation of havingmore than one
SAT signal rotating in the same direction in the ring. When
two SAT signals meet at the same node, the second
SAT is
discarded, i.e., the two SAT signalsaremerged.
The timeoutmechanism, the abilitytogenerate
and mergemultiple
SAT signals, are enhancements to the fairness algorithms, so
they can tolerate SAT loss and duplication. This fault tolerant
mechanism operates independently at any node.

C. Variations on Global Fairness
We describe two possible variations of the global fairness
algorithm.
1)Average Global FairnessAlgorithm: This algorithm is a
generalization of the simple algorithm. In this case the number
can transmitdepends onhow many it
of packetsthenode
already sent in previous rounds. Each time the node receives
the SAT, itincrementsCOUNT by m, aslong as itsvalue
does not exceed +IC,,,. Duringeach SAT roundthe node
can transmit if its COUNT is not less than -kmin. A node
will hold the SAT signal if its COUNT is greater than zero;
otherwise, it will forward it immediately,

Fig. 8. Multiple SAT'S merge.

2) Adaptive Fairness Algorithm: This algorithm is a more
specific example of the general fairness algorithm.In this case,
the values of the first and second predetermined numbers, IC
and 1. arecomputedaccordingto
the currentvalue of the
parameter SAT-ROTATION-TIME. The idea is that when the
SAT-ROTATION-TIME decreases 1 and k may he increased
and vice versa. The actual function should be determined by
analysis, simulation and/or experiments.

D.Properties of the Global Fairness
Thefollowingsummarizes
the properties of the global
fairness algorithm with its fault tolerance enhancement.
Fairness Property-For a ring with a single SAT and given
k and I , after each round of the SAT signal the subsetof nodes
with at least 1 packets in their output buffer will transmit at
least 1 packets and at most k packets.
Pro08 If atsomeround
node i could not transmit 1
packets, then itwill hold the following SAT signaluntil
upstreambecomesidle, and itisablctotransmititsquota.
Since the upstreamnodesare not allowed to transmitmore
than k packets before they see the SAT again, the upstream of
node i will eventually become idle.
The fairness property guarantees that all nodes have equal
shares of the bandwidth, Le., all nodes have equal rights and
equal opportunities. However, the global fairness mechanism
can also be implemented in an asymmetric manner, such that
each node will have different quota, node i will have different
li and IC,. This way nodes with higher traffic requirements (e.g.,
file servers, bridges) can get larger shares of the bandwidth.
Liveness Corollary-The SAT can not be held indefinitely
by a node, i.e., the global fairness algorithm is deadlock free.
Multiple SAT Proper@-The buffer insertion ring will operate correctly with no starvation with multiple SAT signals.
Pruof:Multiple SAT signalscause no problemto the
algorithm, since a starved node that is holding a SAT signal
will hold this signal as long as it cannot transmit. If another
copy of a SAT signal reaches this node, it will be ignored, and
by that action, it is actually merged with the first SAT signal
that is being held. This mechanism will gradually merge more
and more SAT signals, until there is only a single copy of the
SAT signal, as was shown in Fig. 8. Since nodes do not starve,
the operation is clearly fair and correct, and each time a SAT
traverses a node it gives it the same quota.
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Lost SAT Corollary-When a SAT is lost, after a time-out,
one or more SAT signals are generated, and the SAT algorithm
stabilizes itself, by merging multiple SAT signals to a single
SAT signal.
E. Minimizing the Time-out Delay
Themultiple SAT propertyensures that thesystemwill
operate correctly in the presence of several SAT’s in the ring.
However,itisshown
in [9] that theexistence of multiple
SAT’s can lead to a significantincrease in thenecessary
time-out interval, i.e., the number of SAT’s can quadratically
increase the time-out interval compared with the situation of
having a single SAT. Although the above problem can occur
only under extremeconditions, and theprobabilityforits
occurrence can be significantly reduced using randomlychosen
time-out intervals (within some range), we presented
in 191 a
deterministic algorithm fur recovery from a lost SAT, that is
based on a simple election algorithm such as the one in [24].
The algorithm uses a differentcontrolsignal,
SAT-REC
with the node’s ID as a parameter.Theideaisthat
after
the time-outexpired,node k sends SAT-REC(1D: = i) toits
upstream neighbor. The SAT-REC(1D) only renews the nodes’
quota and cannot be held by any node. A node can get only
one quota even if it sees multiple SAT-REC’s.
The convergence from multiple SAT-REC’s to one is done
by a simpleleaderelection,only
the SAT-REC withthe
highest ID will“survive.” It isshown that thisalgorithm
convergence time is one roundtrip propagation delay.

Fig. 9. SPX-SAT’ mechanism.

G. Performance Results

In this section, we present the results of a simulation model
for a slotted ring operating under various modes of fairness
and spatial reuse. We demonstrate the throughput advantage
of using spatial reuse in the ring over ring protocols without
spatial reuse. We show the advantage of operating the SAT
algorithm in the oppositedirection to the dataitregulates
versusoperatingitinthesamedirection.Finally,
we show
how one may improve the ring throughput by changing some
parameters of the SAT algorithm.
1) Simulation Model: The ring consists of 24 nodes with
equaldistancesbetweenthem.Therearethreetransmission
slots rotating in thering, and we assume that atanypoint
of time each slot covers exactly
113 of the ring. Nodes can
F. Degradation to Bus Segments Operation
begin transmission of packets only at the slot boundaries. Each
node maintains an infinite queue for arriving packets. Packets
In thissection, the globalfairnessalgorithmisextended
and according to the SAT
in order to toleratelinkfailures.
It isassumed that when are transmitted at slot houndaries
one direction of the full-duplex link is faulty, both directions algorithm, if employed.Eachpacket
is destinedaccording
arebroughtdown.When
the ringisdisconnected it is still to a uniformdistribution(weassumeshortest
path routing,
half of the ring). Each
important that the fairness mechanism will continue to operate so the maximaldistanccisatmost
point in thecurve was obtainedfrom 100000 simulation
correctly on each connected full-duplex segment.
On a full-duplex bus, the SAT signal cannot go around in steps.
circles. Therefore, in order to avoid SAT loss, when a SAT
Fordelayanalysis,
we assume a uniformindependent
signalarrives to anedgenodeitwill
be sentback (in the Bernoulli arrival process into each nodal queue, which means
opposite direction) as a different control signal, SAT‘. When that any node may create at most one packet (whose length
an edge node receivesa SAT’ it will sendback (in the opposite is equivalent to the slot size) at each time step. For analyzing
direction) a regular SAT controlsignal,asshown
inFig. 9. the delay and queue sizes, we have measured the delay from
the packet arrival time until the beginning of its transmission.
The SAT-SAT‘ mechanismforms a ring on theconnected
Thebasicunit
of delayinthesystemisthetimeittakes
bussegment, so that thefairnessalgorithmcancontinueto
a transmission slot to complete a fullrotation. In the delay
operatecorrectly.
did nut take intoaccountthetransmission
The SAT-SAT’ mechanism is performed dynamically, Le., analysis,we
and propagationdelay.Theaveragepropagation
delay is an
the networkchangesfrom a ring to a bus and backduring
normal operation, whenever a link or a node fail or recover. additional 1/4 delay unit (6 time steps) and the transmission
As a result, it might happen that a SAT’ willrotatein
an delay is 113 delay unit (8 time steps).
infinite loop over a ring. In order to prevent infinite rotation
It is hard to obtain the exact maximum throughput through
of SAT’,each node willhavetodetectthisabnormalphethe delay analysis. Alternatively, we have operated the various
nomenon. A node can detect this when it sees two successive systems with the assumption that each node has an unbounded
number of packets to transmit. We have calculated the effective
SAT’s with no SAT signal in between.Thiswilleventually
happensince S A T ’ is transferredunconditionallywith
no total throughput of the system under such an assumption. In
not sensitivetotheslot
delay. In thiscase,the SAT’ signalisdiscarded. A formal order to derivenumberswhichare
description of theSAT-SAT‘
algorithmcanbefound
in (packet) length, we have normalized our results to the number
of slots in the ring.
[91.
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We have omitted the simulation results for the nonuniform
case due to lack of space. Recent study of a Gb/s MetaRing,
in the buffer insertion mode and with variable size packets,
has yielded similar performance results to those presented in
this section [25].

2) Results: Fig. 10 showsa
comparison of throughput
delay curves between the following systems: Slotted ring with
Iv. PRIORITY FOR THE ASYNCIIRONOUS
TRAFFIC
no spatial reuse (maximal throughput of I), slotted ring with
fairness algorithm ( k = 1 = 1) when the SAT signal is
The basic fairness protocol prevents starvation of the nodal
rotating in the same direction as the data (throughput of 2.56), asynchronous traffic. However, the basicscheme treats all
as before when the SAT is rotating in the opposite direction traffic at the same priority level. The implementation of
(throughput of 3.16), and a pure slotted ring with no fairness priority levelsamong various types of asynchronous traffic
(throughput of 4). Here we clearly demonstrate the advantage is the issue of this section. The solution preserves the fairness
of sending the SAT signal in the opposite direction to the data. among users which operates under the same priority level
The throughput gains for doing that is more than 20%. The while restricting the access of lower priority traffic to the
advantage of forwarding the SAT in the opposite direction can network when congestion of a higher priority traffic occurs.
be explained, intuitively, by observing the fact that a node is
starved because of an up-stream traffic (assuming shortest path
A . The AZgorithm Description
routing on a full-duplex ring). When the SAT is transferred in
The basic idea is to assign a priority level to the SAT signal
the same direction, the upstream nodes have just renewed their
quotas, while in the opposite direction, it takes longer for the such that only packets with priority equal or higher to this
SAT to reach an unsatisfied node since the time the up-stream level are allowed to be transmitted. A node can increase the
nodes have renewed their quotas. Therefore, when the SAT priority level of the SAT if it has packets of higher priority
is transferred in the opposite direction, then it is more likely than the current priority level of the SAT. The basic problems
that it will be held for a shorter period of time, than if it is to be solved are how and when to decrease the value of the
transferred in the same direction. It is also clear that if the SAT signal to some lower priority level and to which level.
The algorithm is designed such that the last node to increase
total time the SAT is being held in every rotation gets longer
the
priority level of the SAT signal remembers this fact. Thus,
the throughput will become smaller. Thus, rotation of the SAT
it can “understand” if there are no higher priority level packets
in the opposite direction yields better performance.
Fig. 11 dcmonstrates the impact of the SAT algorithm in the system by getting back an SAT signal stamped with its
original priority level. At this point, if the node has no more
parameters compared to the slotted ring with no fairness.
packets with the same or higher level no further increase of the
SAT priority level should take place. Ideally, the level should
SLOTTED RING TYPE
THROUGHPUT
now
reflect the highest priority level that exists in the system.
No spatial reuse
1.o
If no other node in the system has packets of the same level,
Same direction(k = 1 = 1)
2.56
a decrease of the SAT priority level should take place. If the
Opposite(k = 1 = 1)
3.16
node would just drop the level to some low value (e.g., zero),
it might result in a temporary violation of the priority property
Opposite(k = 1 = 3 )
3.46
until the SAT priority level is increased back by some other
Opposite(k = 3 , l = 1)
3.65
nodes. On the other hand, if the node would only slightly
Opposite(k = 5 , l = 1)
3.75
decrease the level (eg., by one), it may take a long time until
No fairness

4.0

low priority level packets can be transmitted in the case that
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I F n l = n 2 - 0 THEN L L i . - - I

Fig. 12. Asynchronous priority Row chart.

since it is clear that the packet with priority level CLi can be
transmitted at the current SATP round.
2) If n2 < CL, < n l , since the node is not allowed to
transmit this packet at this round, it sets n2 = CL,.
The introduction of n2 allows the prioritylevel
leader
to decrement nl to the next highest priority level, even if
this priority level is existing at some other node. (The exact
procedure of updating these numbers (nl and n2) is formally
described inFig. 12.) Only the leader can decrement both
nl and n2. To prevent a false decrement, the leader will not
decrement n 2 below the value of the received n1. This assures
that other nodes with higher priority level will get a chance to
capture the leadership before the actual priority level is further
decreased. Fig. 12 is the flow chart of the priority fairness
algorithm with k = 1 = 1.
Node i can transmit its quota, under the buffcr insertion
access control, if CL; 2 max { n l ,n2). Aftcr the node
transmits its quota it sets
the COUNT variable to one, i.e.,
the node is satisfied.
-1).
The node computes the CL, and N L , by the following
When a node receives the SATP(nl, n2) signal and it is in
function level:
the normal mode, it considers only packets with priority level
Start;
equal or higher than max { n l ,Q}. If it has such a packet that
CL,: = priority level of highest priority packet in the
it was not ablc transmit since the last visit of the SATP signal
queue;
(mcaning that the node has a starvation situation of this level),
If no packets in the queue then: CL;:= 0 ;
it will hold the SATP until the packet is released. Then, the
NL,: = priority level of thesecond highest priority packet
node will calculate its highest packet's priority level ( C L ; ) in the queue;
and it's second highest packet's priority level (ML;) in order
If no other packets in queue then: NLi: = 0;
to modify the SATP(n1, n 2 ) signal, if necessary.
End;
A node increases 7L1 if its CL, is higher than the received
An execution example for the priority algorithm canbe
n 1 . At this point, the node is becoming the leader of this
found in [9].
priority level and set n2 to zero. The leader will set its leader
level; LL;, to CL,. If this is not the case (i.e., CL; 5 nl) but
the node anticipates (through the value of CL, and N L , ) that B. Discussion and Possible Extensions
there are no higher priority level packets in the system. In
order to allow prompt priority service and fast adaptation of
the levels, we use a slightly more complex algorithm.
The algorithm is based on a modified SAT signal with
two parameters-SATP(nl, n2). The parameter n1 reflects the
highest priority level packets that are queued at some node.
The parameter nz is generally the second highcst priority
(including the case n2 = n l ) , and is the candidatefor the
next level in which thc system should operate.
In order to facilitate the presentation, weassume that, a
single SATP(n1, n2) signal exists in the system and that the
fairness algorithm used is the global fairness with k = I = 1.
Variables at node i:
CLi-the current priority level of node i as it is calculated
by the function LEVEL;
NLi-the
next priority level of node i as it is calculated
by the function LEVEL;
&-the
leadership level of node i (the default is LL, =

it has requirements higher than n2 for the next round, it will
modify nz to that value. We distinguish between two cases.
1) If C L ; = nl and ML; > n 2 then: 7 1 , ~isset to NLi,

.

The priority scheme presented in this section is distributed
and asynchronous. The priority algorithm can be extended in
several directions.
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The priority signal can be decoupled from the SAT and
may rotate just to mark the priority level of the operation.
In order to detect that some leader has failed a protection
mechanism like the flipping of a bit in each round in some
predefined pattern, can be part of the leader algorithm.
The detection of violation in theleader algorithm at a
node will force the SATP to be marked as (0, 0). This
approach can also protect the system against multiple
SATP signals, along with the merge of such duplicates
at a node.
When SATP is lost and time-out has been occurred, it is
possible to use the same recovery algorithm as described
in Section 111-E for SAT-REC. In this case, after a
leader is elected it will generate a new SATP(n1, n2)
and forward it around the ring.
v . INTEGRATION OF SYNCHRONOUS
AND ASYNCHRONOUS
TRAFFIC
Thissectiondescribesa
mechanism for integrating two
types of traffic over the full-duplex ring: 1) synchronous or
real-time traffic which is periodic and requires a guaranteed
bandwidth, and 2) asynchronous traffic withno
real-time
constraints that can use the remainder of the bandwidth in
a bursty manner.
The following integration mechanism is functionally equivalent to the TIMED-TOKEN protocol in FDDI [3],141. This
protocol together with the asynchronous fairness, which was
previously described, still maintains fairness with spatial reuse
for the asynchronous traffic at each round where a round is
determined as a single rotation of a control signal around the
ring. Note that the asynchronous fairness in FDDI is achieved
only after many rounds of the TIMED-TOKEN, since in each
rotation of the token only subset of the nodes can transmit
asynchronously.
The mechanism is based on two control signals SAT and
ASYNC-EN which circulate in the opposite direction to the
traffic they regulate. The ASYNC-EN is used for enabling the
integration of the asynchronous traffic and the SAT is used for
ensuring fairness of the asynchronous traffic, as discussed in
Section 111.
A. Distributed Reservation and Synchronous Access

The objective of the distributed reservation is to guarantee
bandwidth and bounded maximum delay for transferring packets over the ring. For the reservation mcchanism we assume
the following.
1) T,-is
the periodic time cycle of synchronous data
transfers (in seconds).
2) BW-the data transmission rate (in bits per second).
3) p-the basic data units (in bits); in the slotted mode this
is the slot duration in bit periods. The size of each data packet
is &I bits where d 2 1.
4) c-is the number of data units that can be transmitted over each serial link in every time cycle,where c =
(TJWIPj.
5 ) p t h e maximum fraction of synchronous traffic (0 5
P < 1).
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When a node tries to reserve bandwidth for real-time
transmission, it performs the following protocol.
1 ) It computes how many data units it needs, say E.
2) It computes the route or the transmission direction; the
route determincs the reservation path.
3) It sends a reservation request for 2 data units to all nodes
along its reservation path. This accelerates the reservation part
and reduces the probability of conflicts.
4) If affirmative acknowledgments are received from all the
nodes along the reservation path, this path becomes effective,
else, the node sendsa release request of 2 data units toall
nodes along this reservation path.
Each node maintains a variable RESERVE for each of its
links, which indicates how many data units have been reserved.
At all times RESERVE is less than P C .
When anode receives a reservation request for 1 data
units and if RESERVE + 1 < P C , then RESERVE:
= RESERVE + 1 and a positive acknowledgment is
returned, else RESERVE: = RESERVE + 1 and a negative
acknowledgment is returned.
When a node receives a release request for E data units
then: RESERVE: = RESERVE -1.
After the reservation is completed successfully, the reserved
traffic is transmitted before the asynchronous traffic. The
reserved traffic will be queued, if the link is busy, in the
SYNC-QUEUE.
R. The ASWC-EN Rotation Protocol
TheASYNC-EN (asynchronous enable) control signal is
used for realizing a rotation timer on each ring interface (each
direction has a separate identical mechanism). The time elapses
between two successive arrivals of the ASYNC-EN signal is
measured by the ASYNC-EN-TIMER@), and its current value
is stored in the ASYNC-EN-ROTATION-TIME variable. For
example, each time the node receives the ASYNC-EN signal
ASYNC-EN-ROTATION-TIME: = ASYNC-EN- TIMER(tj,
and
ASYNC-EN-TIMER(t): = 0.
Under normal condition the ASYNC-EN rotates around
the ring freely, i.e., each node will forward the ASYNCEN immediately after receiving it. As a result, the rotation
time of this signal is the propagation delay around the ring. A
node can hold the ASYNC-EN only if it starts to accumulate
synchronous messages in its SYNC-QUEUE. By holding the
ASYNC-EN the node indirectly signals to upstream nodes not
to send asynchronous traffic.
C. Integration of the Asynchronous Traffic
Thefollowing algorithm is for the slotted mode access
control, with T,-slot duration and r slots around the ring.
Therefore, under free running condition the ASYNC-EN completes a rotation around the ring, every T time slots. By using
the ASYNC-EN-TIMER(t) the node determines when it can
send asynchronous packets.
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The objective of the integration algorithm is on one hand
tomaximize the potentialasynchronous traffic, and on the
other hand tominimize the synchronoustrafficdelay. Two
algorithms are defined; one determines when a node can send
asynchronous traffic (ASYNC-EN-TIMER(t) threshold), and
the other determines when a node with synchronous traffic in
its SYNC-QUEUE will hold the ASYNC-EN signal.
Asynchronous integration algorithm:
A node can transmit asynchronous packets i f
1) it is not satisfied (based on the previous SAT algorithm),
2) it sees an empty slot, and
3) ASYNC-EN-TIMER(t) 5 T .
Hold ASYNC-EN algorithm:
.This algorithmdeterminestheSYNC-QUEUEthreshold
on the ringtostopsendingtheir
forsignalingtothenodes
asynchronous traffic. Let :Z be the maximum integer number
of packetsnode i can receivc every r time slot (assuming
periodic synchronous arrival rate).
Node i will hold the ASYNC-EN for one time slot if the
number of packets in its SYNC-QUEUE is greater than and
ASYNC-EN-ROTATION-TIME is r (if it is higher, it means
that another node has already held the ASYNC-EN signal for
onetime slot).

VI. DISCUSSION
AND

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown how to design a ring network
with spatial reuse, while maintaining the functionality and the
simplicity of existingring and busdesigns.TheMetaRing
uses the combination of ring, global fairness algorithm, and
additionalextensionsforfaulttolerance,priorityhandling,
routing and real-time traffic support. The solutions presented
are suitable for many applications and environments. It ranges
fromconnectingacluster
of high-speedmachines, to large
local and metropolitan area networks.
The MetaRing architecture unifies, in a simple manner, all
the essential LAN properties.
Immediate or random access under lightload,as
in
Ethernet and DQDB.
Single node can almost fully load the ring, as in Tokenrings and DQDB.
Fairness and asynchronousprioritylevels,
as in IBM
Token-ring.
Integration of synchronous and asynchronous traffic, as
in FDDI, but with a stronger fairness property.
Transmission of variable size packets, in the buffer insertion mode, as in Ethernet and Token-rings.
Minimum Propagation Delay:
1. For theslotted mode-the delay through the insertion/elastic buffer is minimized.
2. Logical addressing-the addressdecodingalong
the ring is done on one byte, therefore, the cutthrough and thetable look up delays are minimized.
Fault Tolerant-the set of solutionspresented in this
work can be easily extended to operate independentlyand
correctly on every connected segment of the ring.

Cost Effectiveness-the implementation of this architecturedoes not requirenewtechnology.Thedesign
complexity and the level of technology of the MetaRing
are the same as token rings (e.g., FDDI),
and its performance are betterand more reliable. Thus, this solution has
much better cost effectiveness characteristics than token
rings (Le., “you get much more for the same amount of
money”).
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